ABSTRACT LIGHT

LED lighting solution specialist’s tp24, will be showcasing its unique Abstract range of linear LED light fittings at 100% Design this year. With the design flexibility uniquely incorporated within the Abstract range, designers and architects are able to create their own light fitting, where each space can be illuminated with its own tailored LED lighting solution. A simple change in the orientation of the arm, removing the arm or swapping for an alternative arm design can provide a totally different lighting effect. Put simply, Abstract allows you to rethink and literally change the composition of the light fitting to suit each environment and occasion. In addition, as each LED arm has a built-in driver and integrated circuit dimming, the light levels of the fitting are also easily controlled to complement the ambience. A wide selection of base frames, including flush frames are available in the range, which are ideal for low ceiling and a choice of suspension heads for multiple arm connections which are all fully adjustable. Pendant fittings enable the arms/bulbs to be fixed to either a horizontal or vertical body fixing, whilst the wall plates for Abstract are suitable for all locations. www.tp24.com | 100% Design stand L115

SOURCING INSPIRATION

Launching six new products, including the Facted Goose Neck Tube (pictured) and the Faceted Barrel, Turnstyle Designs will be exhibiting this year at 100% Design, Olympia, London. The design team at Turnstyle Designs constantly look to interior design trends to be inspired, and the new faceted door levers in both a chunky barrel and a slimmer elegant version, pull all the elements of the modern industrial trends and New York loft apartment styles, which expertly combine rustic materials with classic luxury fittings. The decagon design is a modern take on a classical idea in Turnstyle’s trademarked resin material “Amalfine™” making these levers very tactile. The industrial chic metal finishes translate from contemporary to vintage seamlessly. 01271 325 325 | sales@turnstyledesigns.com
www.turnstyledesigns.com | 100% Design stand L212

NEW TWIST ON TILES

BluePrint Ceramics will make an anticipated return to this year’s 100% Design Show, Olympia, London. Determined to make an impact, BluePrint will unveil several thought provoking ranges.
One such range that has caught the eye of interior designers and architects is brand new BluePrint Range Chroma-Colour. The range is an innovation created to provoke the mind and pushes boundaries in the world of ceramics. Playing with the idea of statement colours and bold graphics, the range will bring the wow factor to design projects. Designed by dynamic Dutch designers Job Smeets & Ninke Tynagel. This pop art collection offers six colours and an exaggerated woodgrain graphic that brings endless design possibilities and adds a contemporary twist to the collection.
The colours and patterns together achieve the unbelievable and change the concept of using tiles in a design project.
Simon Peel, Sales Director, BluePrint Ceramics, commented, “One of BluePrint’s targets over the last few months has been to bring extraordinary ranges to our clients and the 100% Design Show is no exception”
Lara Smith-Woodward is an interior designer and has specified BluePrint Ceramics, she added, “I have never seen floor tiles like this before, what can I say, Wow just Wow.” BluePrint Ceramics is a specialist UK tile supplier and distributor of high quality ceramic, porcelain, mosaic and natural stone to both the commercial and domestic markets.
The team at BluePrint Ceramics have a wealth of experience and have worked with architects, interior designers, contractors and property developers on an extensive project portfolio to date. This includes; leisure, retail and industrial sectors, in addition to the high-end residential markets, throughout the UK and overseas. The BluePrint Ceramics tile range includes a variety of different tiles to ensure any project can be catered for; this includes ceramic, porcelain, glass mosaic tiles, metal mosaic tiles, travertine and natural stone. The tile collections consist of both wall tiles and floor tiles and the company is considered specialist suppliers of swimming pool tiles within the UK.
0121 2683240 | info@blueprintceramics.com
www.blueprintceramics.com | 100% Design stand D132
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